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Honeyridge Baptist Church
#23 – Romans 14:13 – 15:13
How does the Gospel transform our Multi-racial relationships
practically?
Introduction
Last week we started to look at Romans 14-15 on the whole topic of
the Gospel and Racism… and specifically considered the Question…
“How does the Gospel address my Racist heart?”
In Chapter 14 – what seems, at face value, to be various matters of
“indifference” or “preference” in the church… matters of eating
meat… or drinking wine… or observing certain religious days… we saw
last time, that when considered alongside of 1 Cor 8… Paul is actually
addressing the much deeper heart issue of Racism… of the social and
ethnic divide between Jew and Gentile in the cities of Rome and
Corinth… which was causing division and disunity in the church.
We saw last time that the divide in Rome was between the Gentile
believers, whom Paul called the “Stronger” in faith… and the Jewish
Christians, whom Paul called the “Weaker” in faith… and his definition
of who was Strong and who was Weak was based on their grasp of
the Gospel… and the freedom in Christ which the Gospel has
purchased for them.
But we also saw that in a different context… in the church in Corinth…
that the same issue of eating meat was causing division in that
church… and yet in that context… the Weak and the Strong groups
were reversed! The Jews were the Strong ones in Corinth… and the
Gentiles were the Weak ones…
And so last week – we focussed on this idea of Gospel “Blind-spots”…
which we all bring with us into the church… blind-spots which one
ethnic, racial or social group has… which a different ethnic, racial or
social group does not have… and visa versa!
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And the tendency which we all have… because we are blind to our
own blind-spots… is to react defensively or even with hostility
towards others when their cultural and traditional differences expose
our gospel blind spots.
Sadly – the history of the church is strewn with divisions, and church
splits, and even wars… over this issue of Gospel blind-spots… where
instead of learning from God’s word how to expose and deal with
these blind-spots in the church… we instead use “religion” to
champion our personal, cultural, traditional preferences… and in
doing so, cause great harm to the body of Christ… and the testimony
of the church.
So today – we return to the rest of Chapter 14 and 15… to ask a
second question… “How does the Gospel transform our Multi-racial
relationships practically?”
Our study last week dealt more with the internal transformation of
the heart which the Gospel produces in all believers … and so If you
missed last week’s sermon – please do read through it as it lays the
theological foundation for what we will consider practically today.
You will not be able to put the instruction of God’s word today into
practice if you haven’t first had your heart touched and challenged
and transformed by the Gospel.
So what Practical instruction then, does Paul give to the church in
Rome… a Church in which the Jewish believers were judging the
Gentile believers… and in which the Gentile believers were despising
the Jewish believers!
He says in the first place:
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1. Do not destroy the one for whom Christ Died! (14:12-23)
Vs 13 starts with a “therefore”… which means that Paul is about to
connect these practical instructions with what has gone before…
In the light of what he has just finished saying in vs 1-12… In the light
of the Gospel truths applied to your heart… he is now calling us to
respond in a certain way:
Vs 13 sets the tone for this whole section:
Romans 14:13 (ESV) — 13 Therefore let us not pass judgment
on one another any longer, but rather decide never to put a
stumbling block or hindrance in the way of a brother.
Now – we don’t have time today to go through this whole section
verse by verse…. but I want you to see the overall flow of what Paul is
saying.
Firstly – lets deal with the what he is NOT saying…
Paul is NOT saying that these cultural, social and traditional
differences which we looked at last time… are unimportant… and he
is not asking us to pretend that they don’t exist… but what he IS
saying is this… Keep these matters in perspective… and don’t let them
cause division, or hurt in the church.
And he says this very strongly… in vs 13, vs 15 and vs 20…
Vs 13… decide never to put a stumbling block or hindrance in the way
of a brother
Vs 15… Do not destroy the one for whom Christ died
Vs 20… Do not destroy the work of God
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Now – these are all very strong commands… and they are issued on
the back of such minor issues… that of eating meat… drinking wine…
and celebrating religious days.
But here we see the evil scheme of the Devil to destroy the church!
Vs 13… How many Christians have been hurt… in the family of the
church… because a brother or sister put a stumbling block in the way
of their faith!
Vs 15… How many Christians have been destroyed… which means the
spiritual ruin of that person… because of something which another
Christian said or did to them… involving matters of cultural, social or
traditional difference…
Vs 20… How many churches have been split… where the name of
God… and the work of Christ has been dragged through the mud…
because of internal divisions and squabbles between believers who
differ over minor things!
Paul is wanting us to see the big picture here! The name of Christ is at
stake in the way you treat a brother or sister who is different to you!
Notice the increasing levels of seriousness in these verses…
Racism in the church… Causes a brother to stumble (vs 13)… which
leads to that person’s faith being destroyed (vs 15)… which in the
end… destroys the Work of God (vs 20).
What is the Work of God which is destroyed in vs 20? It is nothing less
than the Christian Church!
Please turn with me to Ephesians 2. It is a longer passage but I want
us to read carefully what Paul says…
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Ephesians 2:11–22 (ESV) — 11 Therefore remember that at one time
you Gentiles in the flesh, called “the uncircumcision” by what is called
the circumcision, which is made in the flesh by hands— 12 remember
that you were at that time separated from Christ, alienated from the
commonwealth of Israel and strangers to the covenants of promise,
having no hope and without God in the world. 13 But now in Christ
Jesus you who once were far off have been brought near by the blood
of Christ. 14 For he himself is our peace, who has made us both one
and has broken down in his flesh the dividing wall of hostility 15 by
abolishing the law of commandments expressed in ordinances, that he
might create in himself one new man in place of the two, so making
peace, 16 and might reconcile us both to God in one body through the
cross, thereby killing the hostility. 17 And he came and preached peace
to you who were far off and peace to those who were near. 18 For
through him we both have access in one Spirit to the Father. 19 So then
you are no longer strangers and aliens, but you are fellow citizens
with the saints and members of the household of God, 20 built on the
foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus himself being the
cornerstone, 21 in whom the whole structure, being joined together,
grows into a holy temple in the Lord. 22 In him you also are being built
together into a dwelling place for God by the Spirit.
Do you see Paul’s wonderful description of the Church of Jesus Christ?
We are a united body of people where all cultural, racial, social, and
gender divisions are removed… and where together in our unity… we
become the dwelling place for God by his Spirit…
So when we as believers, continue to harbour racism in the church…
and we divide socially or demographically… we are not just causing
spiritual ruin for individual brothers and sisters in Christ… we are in
actual fact destroying the very work which Christ died to accomplish…
namely to create one body out of all people groups!
//
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Now – lets move on in Romans 14… to see that Paul is not pretending
that these gospel blind spots don’t matter… and that we must all just
pretend that each person’s views are equally valid… or simply find
agreement on the lowest common denominator…
No! He makes it clear for example, with regards to eating meat… that
the Strong in the Gospel are theologically correct… Look at vs 14…
Romans 14:14 (ESV) — 14 I know and am persuaded in the
Lord Jesus that nothing is unclean in itself, but it is unclean for
anyone who thinks it unclean.
And again in vs 20 – he says that all food is indeed clean!
So Paul is agreeing with the Strong… and he is teaching the weak.
But his purpose in this is not to force everyone to agree with each
other… but rather he is urging the “Strong” to recognize that our
differences over these issues are real… and are intimately connected
to our cultural background… and so cannot simply be dismissed… or
disconnected from a person’s conscience before God... Which is often
what the “Strong” think should happen…Where they say that the
“Weak” must just get over their issues… see the light… and move on!
No - Paul here connects these issues of cultural difference to each
person’s conscience before God… and his great concern in the church
is that each person is given the freedom to act in accordance with a
clear conscience before God.
Nothing should ever pressure a person to act against their
conscience… because as he said last time… each one of us lives for the
Lord… we stand accountable to the Lord… and no other human is to
impose their view on another person’s conscience.
When we do… This is called spiritual bullying!... and I am sure we have
all be the victim or the perpetrator of this in the past.
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So in vs 14, 16 and 20 … he explains that all food is clean before
God…It is good… and if eating meat is good and proper for you before
God… then eating it is good… but if eating meat for another person is
unclean… i.e. sinful to their conscience… then for them abstaining is
good.
Now – his real concern in this section is that the “Strong” in their
faith… those who have full freedom in the gospel to eat all things…
that they do not pressure the “Weak” into doing something which
goes against their conscience… because in doing that they are causing
a brother or sister to sin… and if that continues it could lead to
spiritual ruin.
Now vs 23 is directed to the “weak”… the person whose conscience is
overly sensitive regarding certain matters… and he says to them… If
you have doubts in your conscience about something… and you do it
anyway… because of peer pressure from the Strong… you are
sinning… because that which does not proceed from faith… is Sin.
So while the context in this section is eating meet… or drinking wine…
or celebrating religious days… vs 23 gives us a very general and yet life
transforming theological principle… “That which does not proceed
from faith is sin”
In other words – Paul is just practically applying the Gospel to every
area of life… he is working out practically what it means to offer our
bodies as a living sacrifice to God… he is practically working out what
it means to “live to the Lord” and to “Die to the Lord” (vs 1-12)…
The Gospel Changes EVERYTHING… which means if we do anything
out of a heart which is not responding in faith to what Christ has done
for us the cross... then we are sinning.
Everything… all of our lives… is to be lived for the glory of the Lord.
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So – as we consider all the varying cultural differences which we bring
with us, as the Rainbow Nation, into the church… what is the
overriding principle which should govern our actions?
Is it our freedom in Christ? Is that the main thing we should always be
keeping before us?
No! – says Paul… No!... Look at vs15… You certainly are free – but if
you use your freedom to grieve your brother by the exercise of that
freedom.… then you are no longer walking in Love!
Look at vs 17-19…
Romans 14:17–19 (ESV) — 17 For the kingdom of God is not a
matter of eating and drinking but of righteousness and peace
and joy in the Holy Spirit. 18 Whoever thus serves Christ is
acceptable to God and approved by men. 19 So then let us
pursue what makes for peace and for mutual upbuilding.
So, while everything might be permissible… not everything is helpful
in building up your brother in the Lord… which is thus not helpful in
building up the church.
Paul is contrasting in this whole section the Building up of the Body…
vs the tearing down of the body of Christ… and we do this in the way
we handle these matters of cultural and racial difference in the
church.
The overriding principle which should govern our Gospel freedom is
that of love… righteousness… peace… joy… and mutual upbuilding in
the body of Jesus.
That is ultimately what the Kingdom of God is about.
//
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Just lastly from this section… I want you to see that Paul is not asking
the strong to give up their freedom… or even to change their views to
align with the weak… but he is calling the “Strong” to enjoy the
freedom we have in our relationship with God… in such a way as is
always tempered / restrained by our love for Jesus Christ… and those
for whom Christ has died…
Romans 14:21–22 (ESV) — 21 It is good not to eat meat or
drink wine or do anything that causes your brother to stumble.
22
The faith that you have, keep between yourself and God.
Blessed is the one who has no reason to pass judgment on
himself for what he approves.
In other words… In Christ… you have the freedom to eat meat… or
not! You have the freedom to Drink wine… or not! You have the
freedom to celebrate Christmas & Easter… or not! Enjoy your
freedom in the Lord… Thank the Lord for your freedom… don’t let
others rob you of your freedom… BUT…. at the same time… Temper
your freedom… constrain your freedom whenever necessary … in love
for a weaker brother or sister who may not yet understand or
appreciate or be able to handle this dimension of the freedom that
we have in the Gospel.
//
So that was the principle stated negatively then… Do not destroy the
one for whom Christ died… but now Paul continues to explain what
this looks like positively… and he says in the 2nd place…
2. Instead, patiently build them up in the Lord (15:1-4)
Paul continues to address his comments mainly to the strong…
because the strong are those who grasp the Gospel more fully… they
are those who, on this specific issue, are more mature in their faith…
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and so he appeals to them to act in a certain way to those who are
weaker in the Gospel.
And he basically says to the Strong… Don’t HOOT at the Weak… but
patiently press your brakes… and slow down… and help them to see
what was in their blind spot!
If you are confused… I spoke last time about what happens when we
are driving on the highway… and we check our mirrors and all looks
clear for us to change lanes… only to find that as we start moving
across… there is another car in our blind-spot… and they climb on
their hooter… and flash their lights… and force us back into our lane!
Well – Paul is saying to the strong… as we interact with the weak who
may have a specific gospel “blind-spot”… Don’t HOOT at them!
When you find your weaker brother struggling to see something
because of his blind spot… Don’t HOOT at him… so that he gets such a
fright that he wrecks his soul on the side of the road… but rather…
slow down… come alongside him gently… and give him one of those
little curvy mirrors to stick on his side mirror… so that he can see what
he was missing more clearly!
And remember to be patient! If you’ve ever stuck one of those little
curvy mirrors on your car… you will remember that it takes time to
learn to use that mirror… because often you forget its there… and
then you need to learn to trust what you see in that mirror… to
revaluate your surroundings in the light of that new perspective… and
it is all quite scary… but in time it becomes liberating.
Well – that is the case with gospel blind spots!
It will take the weaker person time to see… and appreciate… and trust
all that Christ has done for them in a specific area of their lives… and
when they do… it will be liberating for them… but until they get
there… Don’t HOOT at them!
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Some of you here today have got very loud Gospel hooters… and you
are hurting the weaker brother or sister… It’s time to disconnect the
wires!
Rather – you who are more mature in your faith… mature in the
Gospel… as you approach the weaker brother or sister in the church…
rather pull in behind them… wait patiently for them …gently come
alongside them…. Put your arm around them… and love them in their
differences… instead of using your freedom to go rushing by… flashing
and hooting and shaking your head at them!
Romans 15:1–4 (ESV) — 1 We who are strong have an
obligation to bear with the failings of the weak, and not to
please ourselves. 2 Let each of us please his neighbor for his
good, to build him up. 3 For Christ did not please himself, but
as it is written, “The reproaches of those who reproached you
[God] fell on me [Christ].” 4 For whatever was written in
former days was written for our instruction, that through
endurance and through the encouragement of the Scriptures
we might have hope.
Do you see how Paul wonderfully appeals to the Gospel? He says…
bear with the failings of the weak… don’t break them down… but
build them up in their faith…Why? Because that is what Jesus did for
you!
Jesus Christ had all the freedom of God himself… but he did not use it
to please himself… instead he came to earth as a man… and bore the
reproach of those who hated God… who insulted God… and he did
this all because of his love for us.
Jesus was the perfectly “Strong” one… and yet he gave up his freedom
in order that we who were crippled in our spiritual weakness… might
be made strong!
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Jesus did everything for our sakes… not using his freedom and
strength for his own benefit… but patiently bearing with us in our
weakness… in order that we might be built up in him!
What a Saviour we have!
So then… Our actions towards our brothers and sisters in Christ… with
whom we have infinitely more in common, than Jesus had with us…
Our attitudes should reflect the heart of Jesus… as we set aside our
freedom… and patiently come alongside our brothers and sisters in
Christ… as we enter into their weakness with understanding… with
great patience… in order to build them up in their faith.
Practically then – what does this look like in the church? Lets see how
Paul explains this on other side in the Church in Corinth in 1 Cor 10…
1 Corinthians 10:23–33 (ESV) — 23 “All things are lawful,” but not all
things are helpful. “All things are lawful,” but not all things build up. 24
Let no one seek his own good, but the good of his neighbor. 25 Eat
whatever is sold in the meat market without raising any question on
the ground of conscience. 26 For “the earth is the Lord’s, and the
fullness thereof.” 27 If one of the unbelievers invites you to dinner and
you are disposed to go, eat whatever is set before you without raising
any question on the ground of conscience. 28 But if someone says to
you, “This has been offered in sacrifice,” then do not eat it, for the
sake of the one who informed you, and for the sake of conscience— 29
I do not mean your conscience, but his. For why should my liberty be
determined by someone else’s conscience? 30 If I partake with
thankfulness, why am I denounced because of that for which I give
thanks? 31 So, whether you eat or drink, or whatever you do, do all to
the glory of God. 32 Give no offense to Jews or to Greeks or to the
church of God, 33 just as I try to please everyone in everything I do, not
seeking my own advantage, but that of many, that they may be saved.
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The wisdom of the Holy Spirit in God’s word is so incredibly practical…
Paul says… Don’t let your brother’s conscience restrict or determine
your liberty… You are Free in Christ… You are free to Braai as often as
you want… BUT… he says… don’t let your liberty wound the
conscience of your brother… so when you invite that brother into
your home for a meal… Braai Mushrooms!
“Use your Freedom… Use your Liberty… NOT primarily to do what
pleases you… but to do what will build your brother up!”
Martin Luther said… “A Christian is a perfectly free lord of all, subject
to none. A Christian is a perfectly dutiful servant of all, subject to all.”
Or as the ancient church saying goes… “In Essentials Unity, In NonEssentials Liberty, In All Things Charity”
//
So finally then… Paul explains the result of this practical outworking of
the Gospel in our lives as the Church… He says… Do not destroy the
one for whom Christ Died… Instead, patiently Build them up in the
Lord… and here comes the result…
3. So that God might be Glorified in the unity of the Church
(15:5-13)
Paul’s deep pastoral concern is for the unity of the church of Jesus
Christ… the church which is made up of brothers and sisters from
every nation, tribe, people and language… for whom Jesus Christ has
died to make them his own.
As Paul draws this practical teaching on the Gospel and Racism to a
close – he wants us to see that what he is calling for in these chapters
is all a work of God the Holy Spirit within us… which is why he turns to
God in prayer vs 5…
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Romans 15:5–13 (ESV) — 5 May the God of endurance and
encouragement grant you to live in such harmony with one
another, in accord with Christ Jesus, 6 that together you may
with one voice glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ.
His prayer for the church in Rome… and his prayer for the Church of
Jesus Christ at Honeyridge is that God would grant Jew and Gentile…
Black and White… Young and Old… Local and Foreigner… Rich and
Poor… Educated and Illiterate… the ability to live in such harmony
with each other… a harmony which is in accordance with Jesus
Christ… that our togetherness in Christ will result in God being
glorified!
That is his prayer for us as the church… and then vs 7 is the practical
instruction required for that prayer to become a reality in our lives…
7

Therefore welcome one another
as Christ has welcomed you,
for the glory of God.

Notice the command… the same command we considered at the very
beginning in Chap 14:1 … Which is to Welcome one another in…
Welcome your brother or sister from a different race group… a
different cultural background… a different social background…
Welcome them in… into your life… into your home… into your heart…
Why? Why would you do that? Because this is what Jesus has done
for you! This is how Jesus has treated you… This is who Jesus is to
you…
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And the outcome… if we live like Jesus… if we love like Jesus… is that
as Black and White and Coloured and Indian and English and Afrikaans
and Zulu and Chichewa… If we all come together in the unity of
Christ… in the harmony and peace of Christ… we will bring Glory to
God.
And so here is the final lesson we need to learn from Paul on the how
the Gospel Address Racism…
For God to be Glorified on earth… The church of Jesus Christ needs to
be a reflection of the church in Heaven!
God is not glorified as he should be in White-only churches! God is
not glorified as he should be or in Black-only churches… or in middleclass-only churches… because it is only when we display our unity in
Christ… as Black and White together… as rich and poor together…
does the world sit up and take notice… Does the world see something
which only God’s power can produce… Does the world see what Jesus
Christ has accomplished through his death and resurrection.
When Jew and Gentile live in harmony… When Slave and free sit
around the same meal table together… When black and white serve
side-by-side in the Gospel… When we live together… and love each
other… and accommodate each other... and bear one another up…
and patiently persevere in trials together… The world takes notice…
and God is glorified.
//
So what we are being taught in these chapters, is not that I must
simply tolerate my brother or sister from a different race or cultural
or language background… but Paul is saying that I actually need
them… I need them in order to understand the Gospel fully… and in
order to fully display the Glory of God in my life!
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As a White, middle-class, English, South African, Male… I have massive
Gospel blind-spots… which result in a weak and distorted view of
God… only a partial appreciation of the Gospel… and so I need my
Afrikaans wife… I need my Malawian brother… I need my Zulu sister…
I need young children… I need retired men… and elderly ladies… to
teach me things about Jesus … to show me their understanding of the
Gospel in ways in which I would never understand, or appreciate… if I
did not welcome them into my life… the way Jesus welcomed me into
his.
So the application for us as the church at Honeyridge is immense!
For too long… we have had the approach of “toleration”… i.e… We
will put up with those who think differently… or behave differently…
or come from different backgrounds… We will tolerate them in the
church… and we may even accommodate some things to them… but
all the while we feel like we are doing them a favor!
Oh - how blind we have been!
Paul is saying to us… “You are incomplete without them!”… The glory
of the Gospel is missing all kinds of beautiful dimensions… its radiance
is marred… because you are not able to fully display the glories of
Jesus and his work on the cross without them.
We need each other… in order to get to know Jesus fully!
There are things about Jesus… there are things about the Gospel…
there are things about my salvation - which I will never fully
understand… or appreciate… or put on display to the world… if I don’t
welcome my brother from another mother… into my church… into my
life… into my heart.
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I am grateful to Tim Keller for pointing out a quote by CS Lewis on
how we can only fully know and appreciate Jesus Christ in the context
of a group of Brothers and Sisters in Christ… in the context of
Christian community…
C.S. Lewis (who was called Jack by his family and friends)… was part
of a famous circle of friends called the Inklings, which included J.R.R.
Tolkien, the author of The Lord of the Rings, whom they called
Ronald… and also the author Charles Williams, who died
unexpectedly.
When Charles died … CS Lewis wrote about the Friendship of Jack,
Charles and Ronald…
“In each of my friends there is something that only some
other friend can fully bring out. By myself I am not large
enough to call the whole man into activity; I want other lights
than my own to show all his facets. Now that Charles is dead, I
shall never again see Ronald’s reaction to a specifically
Charles joke. Far from having more of Ronald… having him “to
myself” … Now that Charles is away, I have less of Ronald!
In this, Friendship exhibits a glorious “nearness by
resemblance” to heaven itself where the very multitude of
the blessed (which no man can number) increases the fruition
which each of us has of God.
For every soul, seeing [God] in [his or] her own way, doubtless
communicates that unique vision to all the rest. That, says an
old author, is why the Seraphim in Isaiah’s vision are crying
“Holy, Holy, Holy” to one another (Isaiah 6:3). The more we
thus share the Heavenly Bread between us, the more we shall
have.”
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Keller sums it up:
“Lewis is saying that it took a community to know an
individual. How much more would this be true of [knowing]
Jesus Christ?”
And so I want to end these chapters on the Gospel and Racism by
quoting something profound which Tim Keller goes on to say…
Here's the irony : Our cultural differences are a huge problem, and our
cultural differences are the solution at the same time!
Isn’t that a wonderful perspective we need as the church of Jesus
Christ in South Africa today!
Our Cultural differences…. Our language differences… our ethnic and
social differences between black and white… They are a huge
problem… BUT… as we embrace each other in Christ… as we welcome
each other in… so these very differences become the glorious solution
at the same time… For only then will we fully appreciate the glory of
the Gospel… and only then… will we display the glory of the Gospel to
the world.
There is no Hope in the ANC… there is no Hope in the DA or the EFF…
The solution to the problem of Racism in South Africa is right here… in
the Gospel of Jesus Christ… as we who are the Church of Jesus…
welcome one another in…
as Christ has welcomed you in…
for the glory of God.

Song – Come People of the Risen King
Dave – Announcement
Prayer for Dave & Micaela
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